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Written to read like a memoir, this collection of poetry details the life of a family across
generations and provides a moving and haunting portrait of the Italian mother who is the center
around which this family revolves. But this is much more than a story about ethnicity; it
transcends any single identity and explores instead the many ways in which people learn to
identify themselves.

"It proves that the human story (regardless of era, locale or nationality) is worth recounting
nationwide." -- Home News Tribune"She finds small words to describe huge truths." -- The
RecordAbout the AuthorMaria Mazziotti Gillan is the director of the poetry center at Passaic
County Community College. She is the author of Where I Come From and Things My Mother
Told Me.
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It Ends with Us



CharDoo, “All Women Will Relate. This is a wonderful poetry book for all lovers of poetry not just
for a particular ethnicity. The poems were fresh, reminiscent of childhood, grandmothers, ethnic
neighborhoods and life in the 50's. It is one I will keep reading repeatedly. I purchased this book
on the recommendation of another poetry lover and will thank her for the recommendation.”

Annie Lanzillotto author of L is for Lion, “Memory Rules in These Poems. These poems hit me in
the heart. The narrator's handful of vomited "black blood" of her dying mother. It's hard to go on
into the book after taking that in, and contemplating my own life. The poems offer gardens to
survive these abyss moments... as does life one hopes...I love how these poems move; one in
couplets, one in stanzas, one in prose paragraphs, tumbling after one another, one in full memoir
story, and so on. It is a full meal, a deep read that will trigger your memories. Memory rules
here.forever,AnnieAnnie Lanzillottoauthor of "L is for Lion: an italian bronx butch freedom
memoir"  SUNY Pressand "Schistsong" BORDIGHERA Presswww.annielanzillotto.com
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Eleven Recitations”

Beverley S., “She speaks about her family as Italian Immigrants and her .... She speaks about
her family as Italian Immigrants and her life as a daughter of those immigrants, but I can relate to
so much of it. She has brought back memories of my own mother and aunts and the
neighbourhood women and I am grateful for the richness of it. I read a couple of her poems and
find that I must pick up my own pen and journal my own stories...Thank you Maria M Gillan for
adding a richness to my life!”

The book by Harold Bloom has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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